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Video: Course Introduction

▶

Watch Video
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How to Approach this Workshop

The Infinite possibilities
of the Pen Tool

How might you approach this
workshop?
There is no right or wrong way to
get started, and as I said in the
Introduction you may prefer to
work in a concentrated manner on
one technique until you're tired of
doing it, bounce around a bit, or
simply follow the path laid out in
the sections.
Each Workshop module has been designed to stand on its own merit; you do not need to do
them in any set order. However you may find, as I have, in the course of producing this
workshop, that having done one magically presents ways to use those techniques as you
approach another. It's really about letting the magic begin!

Watch Video
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For some people the way to get started is to go through all of the materials first and then see
where inspiration leads you. For others, it's more about finding that quiet time and pouring a
cup of coffee and diving in.

Sunshine and Lollipops
from Stencils

I like to work within the boundaries of
limiting myself to certain materials,
colors, methods or other containers I
may set ahead of time. I find that if I
allow myself too much freedom, too
many colors, too many materials -- I get
paralyzed.
Safety for me in my work is based upon
my willingness to “get hooked on” a
concept and working that concept, well, until I don't feel like doing it anymore.

'Succulent' Stencil on a
Blue and Yellow Encaustic Panel

My current passion is stencils. So left to
my own devices, I might find it easiest
to start working with Stencils. A stencil
can be used with simplicity to add some
pattern and effect to a panel.
Everything from simple circular shapes
to complex patterns are available these
days.
One way to get started would be to look
for some panels you have created that no longer 'do it' for you. Here I have a blue and
yellow striped panel that seemed to be, well, a bit boring. I took a stencil called "succulents"
and painted white encaustic paint on it, and suddenly it's taken on depth and definition. Use
the same stencil on a series of panels and you have a unifying element to a new body of
work.
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Work the Assignments
I like to give myself assignments -- paint in shades of red, or work only in black and white,
and so on. As we go through these 4 sections you will see me do that. In addition, I’ll present
a series of suggested assignments for you to do. I encourage you to work in this way as well,
at least for the purpose of the course.
Why?
By having you work the assignments within the confines of the suggested limitations, an
entire body of work will evolve where that central theme is evident.
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Studio Safety
A word about Safety

Watch Video
Above is an excerpt from a wonderful video I did with Wendy Aikin and Judy Stabile a few
years ago, with a special visit from the Santa Cruz Fire Department.
There are many resources online to understand Encaustic Studio Safety.

Click the link above for a
statement from R&F Paints,
one of my several encaustic
paint suppliers..
Understand the "do's" and
"don'ts" of the equipment
and materials in your studio.
Encaustic is a versatile
medium, full of surprises
every time I work in it. That
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being said, working in encaustic involves the use of electrical appliances, hot surfaces, sharp
tools, pigments and chemicals that can emit dangerous fumes.
Safe studio practice requires taking the time to understand how to use the tools and
materials safely. There are many "do's" and "don'ts" with working in encaustic. While not a
complete list of safety measures, I have included a list of things which are essential towards
maximizing the enjoyment of the art by minimizing the road bumps along the way:
Nitrile Gloves in use in my Studio

1 | I keep a box of n
 itrile
disposable gloves in my studio
which offer latex-free protection
for me when I am handling
pigment, paint, heated palettes
and other devices. Nitrile or
latex gloves are necessary when
working with encaustic pigment
sticks. An alternative is a barrier
cream which, while not as ideal
as the safety of the nitrile or
latex gloves, will offer you some
protection.
Window exhaust fan with
hot wax appliance nearby.
Photo by: P
 atricia Malarcher

2 | A box fan or window-insert fan
pulling the fumes out of your studio is
required when working with heated
encaustic paint and medium. The
fumes are heavy, and stay at the
palette level. Consider locating your
work surface near the window/fan in
order to get the best performance and
ventilation. Ideally you should have another door or window open to create a breeze or
cross-ventilation in the studio environment.
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'Dickies' aprons are a popular work
apron for both men and women.

3 | Wear an apron or smock
while you are working to
protect from spills. Longer
sleeve shirts will add a bit of
benefit if it's not too hot
outside! There are a lot of
apron choices out there, some
have one or more pockets,
some are designed for
electricians and woodworkers.
I have to admit that I have a
little apron problem. I love
having many different aprons for different things. The most amazing aprons are at Maiwa.
They are very fine linen.

Some of the many aprons in my studio.

All the students and teachers pick from well loved ones in the Maiwa studio. I had to buy
several for Kim, me and our kids. Then there is my “Bucket Boss,” a very butch one-short with
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a double layer of pockets, a tab for a hammer-really for a carpenter-nice rust and olive green
combo. I have a beautiful canvas one that my friend Vince made me, very thick and strong
with leather straps. I do like my vinyl S
 DA one for “wet” work. There are great very waxy ones
from R&F Paints, available through E
 ncaustic Works. One of the coolest aprons I ever saw
was on a student at Wax Works. He is a potter, and his apron had split legs with metal clips in
the back of the legs that held the fabric in place. They are great for throwing on the potter's
wheel. Probably more than you ever wanted to know about aprons, right? Have a look
around and find the one you like -- it will be with you for a long time.
It’s good to wear closed-toe shoes. All my shoes have wax on them!
Consult your material supplier for
information about safety.

4 | If you sense an acrid smell
or see smoke, your wax is too
hot. Keep a digital
thermometer nearby to test
the heat of your palette, or
whatever heating unit you are
using. The ideal temperature
varies from manufacturer to
manufacturer. Leading
suppliers have dedicated
specific safety pages on their
websites where you can
determine their recommended temperature for their products.
This is by no means the sum of safety and material information available. Please read all
safety related data sheets and consult product manufacturers for their recommended
guidelines and practices to maximize your enjoyment of the art.
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Studio Setup

Daniella in her new studio.

Today's encaustic artist has
more tools, materials and
equipment options than ever
before. No longer relegated to
the skillet from the local flea
market, with a little bit of
ingenuity and enthusiasm you
can set up a working studio
that is more portable, practical,
fun and safe.
I combine my love of travel
with encaustic teaching more
and more. With that in mind, I look for things that are well suited to my ability to pack them
in suitcases or boxes that are lighter in weight and smaller to handle. Besides some of the
traditional implements available to you as an artist with which you might be familiar, I'll give
you some ideas about new equipment making its way more and more into my studio.
Wax melter Palette from Witzend
Workshop in Connecticut, USA

Try this really cool small tool, the
Waxmelter Palette. Both the
portable W
 axmelter Palette and
Batik Pen are made by the
family-owned business, Witzend
Workshop, in Connecticut, USA.
This amazing little gem of a tool
can be your starter palette for
encaustic, and if you have an
established encaustic studio, it
can be an extra palette. The
palette is a combination of a
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heating element with 10 removable wax pots. It maintains an even heat for melting beeswax,
and encaustic medium. It fits in a suitcase for when I am on the go, and works well on my
table while I am in my studio. Suddenly I am able to work more freely and in a scale where I
am not heating up more than I need. Truly magical.
India Ink Stamp Pad, Bottled India Ink,
Stamps, Stencils, Panels and Bamboo
skewers or Quill Pen..

Because we will be exploring
India ink a great deal, you will
need the ink in bottle and
stamp form, a quill pen or
bamboo skewers (or both),
some stamps, and of course
papers and panels for the
application. Most of these can
be found at local craft supply
retailers and office supply
stores.
Enkaustikos, R&F, Batik Pen,
and Purple Cow Pens

We have a whole section
devoted to working with the
pen tool, and there are 4 or 5
versions of the tool available,
depending on your source of
supply. My favorite is the
Purple Cows because it comes
with some great attachments
as well as the mini iron, which
you will see me demonstrate.
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Perfect Pearls Mist, Stencils, and
sprayed encaustic panels.

Perfect Pearls Mists spray, in a
variety of colors, as well as
stencils need to be at your side
during this workshop. The urge
to grab the bottle and apply, or
to grab a stencil and spray ink
may come at any artistic
moment!
These are by no means all of
the things you will need in your
studio, and of course there are
the additional items we mentioned in the Safety section that you should add to your list as
well. For a more complete list of Materials used in this workshop, as well as some links to
sources, please look at the next section.
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Materials Used in this Workshop
Here's a list of the notable items used in this workshop. Hit those yard sales, thrift shops and
garage sales for interesting equipment and implements you might find handy as you
proceed. Suppliers listed herein are generally based in the USA, however they can ship
internationally when requested. Also -- bear in mind the voltage in North America (and
Japan) is 110VAC, while a great deal more of the world is 220VAC. Folks taking the workshop
outside of the USA can use this list as a reference, and in many cases, the manufacturers
listed herein have sources in Europe, Asia and all the other places in-between.
The best price for 100 sheets in the USA for Rives BFK is Lenz Arts. (If you find a better
price, they will beat it!)

Melting & Fusing / Tools
Electric Griddle, Skillet or Hot Plate
Flat / Digital Thermometer
Purple Cows Pen Tool (or)
Enkaustikos Hot Pen (or)
Encaustic Arts Pen Tool
+ Brush / Small Iron Attachments
Encaustic Mini Heat Tray
Iwatani Torch Head (buy Butane locally)
Palette Cups
Ceramic Scraper Tool, Razor or U
 tility Blade
Silicon Mat (try IKEA first)
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Paints, Foils, Inks & Papers
Encaustic Paint
Encaustic Medium (Clairvoyant preferred)
Metallic Foils
Parchment Paper
Illustration Board
Rives BFK Paper
Rives Lightweight Paper
Encaustic Board (or equivalent)
Other Suitable Surfaces
Watercolor or Gouache Paint Set
Watercolor Pencils
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Brushes, Stencils & Stamps
Flat Japanese Hake Brushes
Round Bamboo brushes
Stencil Girl Stencils
Metal Brush
Wood, Metal & Rubber Stamps
Watercolor Brushes

Bits and Bobs
Thin Paper Napkins (IKEA is my source)
Blue Painter's Tape
Russet or Large Potato / Sweet Potato
Holiday/Interesting Cookie Cutters
Of course, these are only the suggested items and you may prefer to work with other tools,
materials and creative elements. If you find something interesting to use in your course of
work, please post a link in the course online with a photo for everyone (and me) to see!
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Creating an Online Catalog with Pinterest
Discovering the value of a Pinterest Board
Artists are just beginning to realize what a fantastic source of design the Internet is. You are
going to be very involved with learning silk painting skills in the coming sections of this
workshop. I would like you to use some of your time to use the internet to search for some
design themes that interest you, and which you might come back to at the end of the
workshop when I ask you produce a final project.
As you search for images, you may want to save some images in a way that doesn’t require
you to download them. There are several out there for you to consider.

One of the most popular is Pinterest. Pinterest enables you
to click on an image and ‘pin’ it to your board, or a category
(sub board) in your Pinterest page. For the purposes of this
class, I want to encourage you to learn how to use Pinterest,
and how to spend time looking at boards created by others as
well on the popular site. If you ‘like’ another board, you will be
able to go there often to see new pins which may be of
interest to you. The boards are organized by every imaginable
subject, so go wild with your search terms on the site. Here
are some useful ‘Pinterest’ tips.
1. Open an Account
You should use your email and open an account on the site. Once you open an account at
Pinterest you can create sub pages to organize images according to color, design, technique
– anything you desire.
Let’s w
 atch this video produced by Pinterest to see how it works.
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2. Create a general board
Pinterest allows sub-boards so you might start with a general board that is things which are
subjects: color, patterns, technology, articles, recipes -- these are just a few. Or, you can
rearrange your pins later on into sub-boards so we don't need to worry about that too much
right now.
3. Create a Board for each Section
This is where you will be organizing your images from your computer (your own uploads) as
well as images from the Internet. Using Pinterest in this way you will have an online image
scrapbook or journal to refer to throughout the course.
I encourage you to use Pinterest as a way not only to collect and organize ideas as you go
through this workshop but as well to upload and promote your own finished creations. If
you do make a board related to this workshop, please let us know, and we can include it in
our 'News' feed which will automatically upload to our news page your posts as you create
them.
How fun is that?
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Time to Enjoy the Workshop!
We hope you have enjoyed this eBook Sampler
This is just a tiny taste of what’s in store if you order the downloadable HD video workshop
“The Encaustic Minimalist”.
Please click the link below to purchase the workshop and let Daniella be your guide through
this wonderful workshop!

ORDER WORKSHOP
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